Latex Table Package in Python
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**Project description**

- The goal of this IDP is to develop a package that easily allows to create Latex tables from Pandas dataframes.
- The tool should comprise the following features:
  - Choose between regular table, landscape table, longtable
  - Define various features of tables (e,g., caption, table descriptions and format details)
  - Combine dataframes as panels into one table
  - Table templates

**What we offer**

- Kick-off session including introduction to relevant finance and/or business topics
- Experience with IDPs
- Open dialogue and support
- Both single and group projects are possible

**Interested?**

Please send an e-mail with CV, academic transcript and your preference for this project to lisa.knauer@tum.de.

**Questions?**

In case of any (e.g. topic related) questions, please contact Lisa Knauer (lisa.knauer@tum.de or call +49 89 289 25485).